This paper addresses the problem of planning time-optimal trajectories for multiple cooperative agents along specified paths through a static road network. Vehicle interactions at intersections create non-trivial decisions, with complex flow-on effects for subsequent interactions. A globally optimal, minimum time trajectory is found for all vehicles using Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP). Computational performance is improved by minimising binary variables using iteratively applied targeted collision constraints, and efficient goal constraints. Simulation results in an open-pit mining scenario compare the proposed method against a fast heuristic method and a reactive approach based on site practices. The heuristic is found to scale better with problem size while the MILP is able to avoid local minima.
I. INTRODUCTION
The work in this paper is motivated by surface mining operations. Mine road networks connect many points of interest where raw material is extracted, stored and processed. Multiple haul trucks transport material between sources and sinks. Fig. 1 shows a topologically equivalent graph of a mine road network (geometrically obfuscated for commercial reasons), with many sinks, sources, and intersections where vehicles may interact.
The overall goal in mining is to maximise material extraction. To ensure this, trucks attempt to reach their destinations in minimal time and simply travel at maximum speed, with little consideration of how their actions affect each other.
The aim of this paper is to develop a multi-vehicle trajectory planner that minimises the fleet's total traversal time. A major part of this involves making local decisions in response to interactions between vehicles, which can have complex flow-on effects on multiple other vehicles, i.e. interdependencies/coupling between vehicles.
Globally optimal methods often solve only small problems within practical computation times [1] . The problem is challenging because resolving interactions amounts to large combinatorial problems. The number of solutions increases exponentially with the number of interactions. Interactions at intersections capture these aspects, while those from sharing road sections greatly increase complexity, and require additional methods to solve optimally. Problems with only intersection interactions are sufficiently complex and difficult that they justify their own treatment. Hence they are the focus of the paper while shared road interactions are out of scope.
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) is used to incorporate the entire trajectory optimisation problem, and is *This work was supported by Rio Tinto 1 Philip Gun, Andrew Hill and Robin Vujanic are with the Rio Tinto Centre for Mining Automation, Australian Centre for Field Robotics, Faculty of Engineering and IT, University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia 2,3,4 {pgun,a.hill,robin}@acfr.usyd.edu.au solved with Gurobi [2] . The main contribution is an extension of an iterative MILP planning method, applied to multiple cooperative vehicles on road networks. An improvement to the method is also presented that reduces iterations and computation time.
A distance based objective function (OF) that avoids binary variables is formulated and analysed. Lower and upper bounds on goal times are found allowing more efficient goal constraints and fewer binary variables with a time based OF.
Additionally, a faster locally optimal heuristic algorithm is presented, as well as a planner to imitate the behaviour of real mine trucks. These typically react to imminent interactions at intersections as they are encountered during operation. Simulated experiments test and compare the reactive, heuristic, and MILP methods. MILP can be used for single vehicle trajectory planning [3] , [4] , [5] , or for multiple cooperative vehicles [6] , [7] , [8] . Dynamics are modelled as discrete time systems solved as MILPs when minimising traversal time. Big-M constraints force vehicles to stay out of static obstacle areas at each time step. Binary variables select which side of obstacles vehicles pass. Moving obstacles with known trajectories are similarly avoided by changing the avoidance area at every time step [9] . A similar formulation to moving obstacles extends to multiple vehicles avoiding inter-vehicle collisions. Trajectories are optimised as part of the MILP, rather than predefined. This greatly increases the number of binary variables and can easily result in impractical solve time. Binary variables select the order of travel between a pair of vehicles through a common area.
An iterative MILP method is presented in [10] to decrease trajectory planning time. The first iteration relaxes all avoidance constraints. Obstacle collisions are identified in the resulting trajectory, defining times to apply avoidance constraints in the next iteration. This process repeats until the trajectory is collision free. The work in [10] is only applied to individual vehicles in a static 2D environment.
Peng and Akella plan multi-vehicle trajectories on road networks in [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . They formulate two MILPs, with approximations that remove feasibility and optimality. The first assumes unbounded acceleration. The second constrains velocity to its maximum value at all road segment edges. They suffer long computation times, scaling poorly with vehicle interactions.
Eele and Richards use Branch and Bound (BNB) in [15] , [1] , [16] to select vehicle travel order through shared areas as a sequence of decisions. A separate method plans paths adhering to vehicle orderings, which initialises an interiorpoint solver. A downside of the multi-vehicle method ( [1] ) is the remaining possibility of collision after optimisation.
Prioritised planners define a sequence of vehicles in order of relative priority [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . Lower priority vehicles "give way". These methods are globally suboptimal because trajectories are planned one at a time, and the combined search space of all vehicles is not considered. In some applications, relative priorities may be constrained based on a required sequence of operations [21] , [22] .
Some approaches use a hierarchy of complementary planners [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] . A high level approximate solution to the global problem attempts to avoid local minima. The resulting solution is used as a reference by low level methods, which consider accurate vehicle dynamics and ensure safety. Since the high level method approximates the environment, it is generally not globally optimal at the resolution of the low level. Drawbacks of methods like [27] is the requirement for a priority sequence.
Reactive methods avoid collisions during execution by responding to the physical presence of agents [30] , [31] , [32] . Solving smaller local problems lowers computational time, but there is typically no global optimality or feasibility.
To coordinate and optimise vehicles at intersections, queue theory [33] , convex optimisation, [34] , and time-space reservation protocols [35] have been developed. However, these methods only consider individual intersections rather than an entire road network.
III. PROBLEM OVERVIEW
All vehicles travel along roads of a connected network modelled as a graph G = (V, E), with vertices representing sinks, sources, and intersections. Each vehicle i is given a task that defines start and goal locations in G. Task assignments are assumed given by another method. Shortest paths are found with graph search methods like Dijkstra.
Each vehicle's path P i consists of a sequence of connected vertices P i = {v|v ∈ V }, which also defines a sequence of edges to travel {e|e ∈ E}. Each road segment represented by an edge has an associated length. Length of a path is the sum of its edge lengths. The position x(t) of a vehicle at time t is measured along one dimension, relative to its given path. The vehicle travels from x(0) = 0 to x(T ) = x f , with T being the arrival time at the goal. A double integrator model is used for vehicle dynamics.
Velocity is assumed to be positive as the aim is to minimise traversal time. Initial and
Once all vehicles have paths, their trajectories are calculated. The major complication studied in this paper concerns resolving vehicle interactions at intersections when their paths cross. If a pair of vehicle trajectories overlap in time when crossing an intersection, those trajectories will result in collision, and the interaction is labelled active. Otherwise, it is inactive. To ensure safety, we therefore wish to obtain trajectories that only have inactive interactions. The objective is to minimise the aggregated traversal time of all vehicles.
IV. MIXED INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING A. Multi-Vehicle MILP
This section summarises the MILP model developed in this paper. In contrast to [36] , [6] , [7] , [8] whose multivehicle models involve a 2D/3D environment with collisions possible throughout the workspace, in this paper interactions are limited to vehicle-pairs whose paths cross, and only within intersection areas. The result is a smaller model and faster optimisation.
We utilise a discrete time model for the double integrator, with sampling rate 1/∆t, in which the control signal u k is assumed to be constant throughout each step. The resulting model is given by:
K is defined to be a high estimate of the goal time. Binary variables b k for each step determine goal arrival time. A constraint ensures that exactly one b k equals to 1:
The associated step k is used as the traversal time. The Big-M formulation is commonly used when a constraint needs to be enforced or made slack based on the value of a binary variable. Here, Big-M constraints at each k ensure the vehicle has velocity v f at position x f when b k = 1.
where M is a large positive number.
The extension to multiple vehicles involves adding constraints to force all interactions to be inactive. Let vehicles i and j overlap a shared intersection at spatial intervals [x is , x ie ] and [x js , x je ] along their respective paths. At each step k, four binary variables, c i,j,k,1 , . . . , c i,j,k,4 , and four Big-M constraints are defined:
When c i,j,k,l = 1, the associated constraint is relaxed. When c i,j,k,l = 0, the constraint is enforced, and one vehicle must be out of the intersection. The following constraint ensures that at least one avoidance constraint is enforced at step k:
The c i,j,k,l variables determine the vehicle travel order through intersections, and when they bypass each other. The OF minimises the sum of traversal times of all I vehicles:
B. Efficient Goal Constraints
A reduction in the quantity of integer variables in an MILP generally decreases optimisation time [7] . The solution performance can be improved by reducing the search space, by imposing lower and upper bound (LB/UB) constraints on the goal arrival time of vehicles.
Let t i be vehicle i's goal time while neglecting all interactions (constraints 3-4). A dynamically feasible trajectory assigned to vehicle i cannot have a goal time earlier than t i , making it a LB in the multi-vehicle problem. Therefore:
If a feasible multi-vehicle solution is available, it can provide goal times t i for all vehicles i ∈ I. Such a solution can be efficiently computed using the heuristic procedure of Section V-B. A "delay" is then computed for each vehicle as t i − t i . Vehicle i's arrival time cannot be later than t i + i ∈I (t i − t i ) in an optimal solution. For time steps k after this time: b i,k = 0 are applied.
C. Distance-based objective function
This section eliminates the binary variables that define when vehicles reach their goals, which generally reduces computation time. An alternative OF is presented that sums the absolute distance-to-goal values:
The absolute terms in the OF are modified to make them linear. Details in [37] . A limitation with OF 6 is that final velocity constraints can no longer be enforced: Only zero final velocity problems are suitable. Another is undesirable behaviour in the multi-vehicle case. The OF includes the distance-to-goal throughout the entire trajectory. Locations far from the goal early in the trajectory are penalised, and therefore so are trajectories with low velocities early on. Each vehicle's behaviour becomes greedier in attempting to reach the goal. This can be a problem when low velocity early on allows a better solution for the vehicle fleet.
A workaround is to eliminate unnecessary distance-to-goal penalties for particular time steps by using the LB/UB on goal times in Section IV-B. The smaller range of steps to which the penalty is applied results in more direct optimisation of goal time and better behaved trajectories.
V. ITERATIVE SOLVERS

A. MILP With Targeted Interaction Constraints
The largest effect on the optimisation time of the MILP is from binary variables in the interaction constraints. Reducing them is the subject of this section. For the majority of a vehicle's trajectory, it will likely not be involved in an interaction. Rather than the typical approach of applying interaction constraints at all time steps, they can be reduced by only applying them at steps they are needed.
Algorithm 1 adds interaction constraints to the model in a lazy fashion, similarly to [10] . It begins by creating a relaxed MILP model on line 3 without avoidance constraints. Active interactions are identified (line 5), and avoidance constraints are added for each (line 9). The model is re-optimised on line 10 and the process is repeated until no active interactions remain (line 6).
Line 8 selects time steps to add avoidance constraints. One constraint at the midpoint of an interaction is applied in [10] , potentially requiring many iterations for a feasible solution.
Here, a feature of the road network is exploited: Vehicles must travel across known intersection regions. Avoidance constraints are added at every step in the time-interval between the first vehicle entering the intersection, and the last vehicle exiting. The aim of this interaction interval method is to reduce the number of additional iterations, and hence the overall computation time compared to the midpoint method of [10] . Optimal solutions returned by Algorithm 1 are feasible in the monolithic MILP of Section IV-A, and therefore also optimal to it. for all n ∈ N do 8:
(t 1 , ..., t n ) ← InteractionTimes(n)
9:
M ← AddAvoidanceCons(M, n, t 1 , ..., t n ) 10:
S ← Optimise(M )
11:
N ← ActiveInteractions(S) 12 : return S
B. Sequential Avoidance Heuristic Solver
Even with the proposed improvements of Sections IV-B and V-A, as the problem scales up and the number of interactions increase, MILP solve times can become impractically long. A faster alternative method is presented in iterative Algorithm 2, which sequentially resolves active interactions.
Lines 3 and 4 first solve the relaxed problem and find all active interactions. In each iteration, the earliest active interaction is identified (line 6) between two vehicles. Let i be the vehicle entering the intersection first, and j the last (line 7). A spatiotemporal waypoint constraint is added to the model to resolve the interaction, forcing j to wait until i has left the intersection. Lett i (line 9) be the time at which vehicle i leaves the intersection; then, the constraint added to the model is x j,k ≤ x js . k is the closest time step tot i , and x j,s is where j enters the intersection (line 8).
Line 10 calls Algorithm 3, which calculates a new trajectory for j. A single-vehicle MILP model is used, adding waypoint constraints for every interaction resolution. After trajectory adjustment, active interactions are re-identified on line 12, and the process repeats until no active interactions remain. Each vehicle has a sequence of waypoints at the end.
Although not tested in this paper, an alternative is to use equality waypoint constraints: x j,k = x js . The idea is that the closest feasible point to an active interaction results in a close to optimal trajectory, assuming the prior trajectory solution is optimal in the relaxed problem. The advantage is the equality results in a smaller search space relative to the inequality, and therefore will take less time to optimise.
The advantage of the MILP methods is that they consider different travel orders and allow both vehicles to adjust their trajectories to resolve an interaction, resulting in global optimality. The heuristic algorithm fixes both the travel order and timing with waypoint constraints, one vehicle at a time. Similar to prioritised approaches [17] , [18] , [20] , this results in local optimality. i, j ← SortVehicles(n 0 ) Non-adj., Adjusting 8:
x js ← EntrancePosition(n 0 , j) 9:t i ← DepartureTime(n 0 , i) 10: s ← ResolveInteraction(j,t i , x js ) 11:
S[j] ← s
Update solution set 12: N ← ActiveInteractions(S) 
C. Reactive interaction resolver
To compare the presented MILP methods, a reactive solver was developed that approximates the control method haul trucks use on real mines. The iterative framework of Algorithm 2 is used again, with two key differences: The interaction resolver on line 10 calls Algorithm 4, and minimum time trajectories (both initial and adjusted) for each vehicle are found by solving a two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP), which has a bang-off-bang control structure [13] .
Interactions are resolved by one of the vehicle-pair "giving way" to the other based on visibility at the intersection. Active interactions are identified by an inflated virtual safety buffer, resulting in more conservative reactions to other vehicles. Line 2 adjusts j's trajectory to stop just before the intersection. Once i exits, j proceeds again at maximum speed (line 3), regardless of whether it has stopped. 
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To test the performance of the presented methods, experiments simulate vehicles travelling through various road networks. The solution cost of the Sequential Avoidance Heuristic is compared to the optimal MILP solutions. The computation time of the monolithic MILP is compared against Algorithm 2 and the MILP modelling improvements of Sections IV-B and IV-C.
A. Problem set-up
Three types of scenarios are tested. The first (toy) scenario has a road network structure as shown in Figure 2a . Vehicle 1 travels a path with three consecutive intersections, each one crossed by another vehicle. Two cases are studied in this scenario, differing only in the road section lengths, which results in different vehicle behaviour.
The second scenario type consists of grid-like structures, which allows a consistent way to scale problems up. An example of a 3x3 grid is Fig. 2b, showing vehicle start and goal locations. A similar structure is used for grid networks of other sizes. This type of network is physically symmetric. Road segment lengths between intersections are all 100m, resulting in vehicles arriving at intersections at the same time. This results in a special problem case as both travel orders to resolve an interaction are equivalent in cost and typically both must be considered. The last scenario uses the road network shown in Fig. 1 , which contains 431 nodes and 876 connecting edges. This involved creating paths in the network defined by randomly selected start and goal nodes for 24 vehicles.
In all scenarios, vehicles begin simultaneously. Vehicle paths cross each other at multiple intersections, where interactions between vehicle-pairs occur.
All solutions were computed on a PC with Windows 7, Intel Core i7-4810MQ 2.8GHz CPU, 16GB RAM. MILPs are optimised with Gurobi 8. All vehicles are identical, with models approximating mining haul trucks: Lengths 15m; mass 200t; coefficient of rolling resistance 0.08, maximum and minimum accelerations ±3m/s 2 .
B. Toy problems
Figures 3a, 3c, and 3e show vehicle 1's trajectories in the first toy problem. In the relaxed solution, vehicle 1 interacts with other vehicles at intersections A, B, and C, reaching each intersection just before the others. The heuristic decides vehicle 1 will maintain its trajectory and delays all other vehicles. The total delay to the fleet of 10.9s is proportional to the number of crossing vehicles. The MILP instead considers the possibility of vehicle 1 slowing down, which is sufficient to resolve all interactions. The total delay of 4s due to vehicle 1's adjustment is less than half of the heuristic's.
Similar trajectories for the second toy case are shown in Figures 3b, 3d, and 3f . The different road segment lengths result in one active interaction in the relaxed solution. Because vehicle 2 enters first, to avoid the active interaction, the heuristic delays vehicle 1's trajectory. This causes a new interaction at intersection B with vehicle 3. Vehicle 1 is further delayed, causing a chain of delays. The MILP instead delays vehicle 2 once rather than multiple times. The result is a 2.4s delay for the MILP, and 7.1s for the heuristic.
These experiments illustrate the difference in solution quality between the heuristic algorithm and the MILP methods. Such cases result in locally optimal but globally suboptimal solutions with greedy algorithms like the heuristic. The MILP finds better solutions in particular problem structures, by making better sequencing decisions.
C. Grid networks 1) MILP modelling improvements: Table I shows the reductions computation time when using a LB and UB to apply a narrower range of goal constraints (Section IV-B). Grid networks of various size are tested and show computation times reduced by 86% to 91% from the full range model. The second and fourth columns also compare the computation times when using the time-based and distance-based OFs. Solving the model with distance-based OF is between 90% to 96% faster than the time-based OF.
2) Iterative MILP: Table II shows the computation times of the iterative MILP methods of Section V-A. The second column refers to the model with interaction avoidance constraints at all steps. Only shown up to the 4x4 size as larger problems result in long solve times. The third column refers to the iterative midpoint constraint method, which gains a computational reduction ranging between 86% and 96%. The fourth column refers to constraints applied at all time steps during an active interaction, gaining a further reduction between 18% to 60%. The last column refers to the heuristic algorithm, which is typically faster than the rest, with solve time reductions as high as 63% over the fastest MILP method.
As the problem size increases, the interaction-interval method scales better than the midpoint method, though not as well as the heuristic, which is approximately linear. The reactive method solve times were consistently under 10ms for all problems. total delay. The heuristic usually has a delay slightly higher than the MILP method. Only one MILP line is shown as the various MILP methods of Section IV give the same answers, varying only in solve times. This data shows the heuristic solver works approximately as well as the MILP optimiser in terms of solution cost, and often with lower computation time for grid networks. This can be attributed to the optimal solution consisting of any one of the two vehicles at each active interaction giving way, which does not affect any other vehicle. In these scenarios the heuristic matches this behaviour, and the complexity that the MILP can capture has no advantage. Figure 5a has many intersections but almost all interactions are inactive, while Fig. 5b shows a short path crossing one intersection. These are representative of problems that typically arise in topologically similar networks. The interaction sparsity is due to the network containing long road segments without intersections, and the vehicles' simultaneous starting times. Table III summarises the results of a problem instance with 38 vehicles and 24 active interactions. The iterative MILP method is better or equal performing than all methods and faster than all non-reactive planners. The Heuristic's lower solve time shows its superior scaling properties.
D. Mine network
When there is interaction sparsity, the MILP only has a small delay time advantage over the Heuristic. For sparse problems, a local search method such as the heuristic algorithm is likely to achieve close to optimal solutions. As the problem is scaled up, the trade-off in computation time of the globally optimal MILP method increases. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A method to solve multi-vehicle trajectory planning problems on road networks has been presented. The approach consists of iteratively solving relaxed MILP models, adding targeted interaction-avoidance constraints in each iteration until a feasible and globally optimal solution emerges. More efficient versions of the OF and goal constraints were formulated and tested. An additional heuristic algorithm was developed with faster solve times but suboptimal solutions. Experimental results showed that the iterative MILP method reduced solve times relative to previous methods.
To account for more realistic scenarios, the presented methods will be extended to resolving interactions along shared road segments, which is expected to greatly increase the complexity of the models. To test the advantages and trade-offs of the optimal MILP method, experiments will be extended to scenarios where vehicle interactions are denser. Other future work includes optimising goal times based on machinery status and queues, and incorporating energy in optimisations.
